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Website Security Audit For Wing Hang Bank Merchants
Austreme’s Website Security Audit (WSA), a Security-as-a-Service (SaaS), is a hosted, automated security
scanning service that looks in through your website at your code, third party applications and servers. No
software or hardware installation is required. It will discover and report on every class of security risk present,
giving you the solid facts and recommendations you need to take effective action. And as new attack methods
are documented by our technology providers, they are added to the extensive test list and your site is tested
for them.
This service is delivered via Austreme secure clouds powered by Seccom Global – market leader as rated by
Gartner’s 2009 and 2010 Asia Pacific Managed Security Service Provider Market Scope Report.
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Sign up - After providing your domain (www.yoursite.com) or IP address we'll send you a verification email
with simple instructions on how to confirm you own the web site being scanned. Once confirmed we will
immediately begin your first test.

Port Scan - Website Security Audit will determine which ports are open using advanced scanning
techniques. We will investigate all services, all servers (web, FTP, mail, Exchange and SQL) plus
firewalls. Whether you have just a blog, or a complex network, we'll find your open ports and
detect what services are running on those ports.
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Special Offer
To
Wing Hang Bank’s
Merchants
40% Discount Off!
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Vulnerability Scan - At every open port we will find every service available there and
determine how it is configured. This data is then compared to our database of thousands of
vulnerabilities. If a potential vulnerability is identified, we will determine if it is susceptible
to attack.

Website Scan - If you have a web page or form (newsletter sign up, more information
form, site search or shopping cart) that is not secure, then no firewall or server patch can
keep a hacker out. WSA crawls and tests your entire site (or blog, or extranet) for every
entry point and tests each against every family of site security risk.

Reporting - At the conclusion of each scan you will receive a detailed report that classifies
the risks discovered according to their potential severity. Our detailed reports also provide
executive summaries that non-technical staff can use to track the severity of outstanding
issues and progress made in eliminating them.

Analysis - Each report includes recommendations on how to handle each security risk. Executives
and site owners can use WSA for the third party evaluation of risks and proof of remediation. Get
the specifics your staff needs to eliminate security risks and the documentation you need to
demonstrate compliance.

Certification - When your site is secure, you can choose to display the WSA Security Seal and improve your
customer confidence.
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